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CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATION GROUP
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1. Introduction.

Let 55 be a connected (C°°-) differentiable Riemannian manifold of dimension
n and gjif Vu Kkji

h, Kjt and K, respectively, the components of the metric
tensor field, the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the Levi-
Civita connection, the curvature tensor field, the Ricci tensor field and the scalar
curvature field, here and hereafter the indices α, b, c, ••• , i, j , k, ••• run over the
range 1, 2, •••, n. We shall denote gjaPa by V3 and the Laplace-Beltrami operator
by Δ. Throughout this paper, we assume that Riemannian manifolds are con-
nected and differentiable and functions are also differentiable.

An infinitesimal transformation cVh is said to be conformal if it satisfies

(1.1) ^gji^j^i^i^^PSji

for some function p on 35, where X denotes the operator of Lie derivation with
respect to cVh and cVi=gιacVa. The p satisfies

(1.2) p—VaW*.

If p in (1.1) is a constant, the transformation is said to be homothetic, and if
ρ=0, the transformation is called to be isometric. Hereafter we shall denote
the gradient of p by Pi—Vχp.

We now put

(1.3) Gj^Kjt-^gjt

and
Tζ

(1-4) Zkjih—Kkjih—n/n_

Then we have

(1.5) Gjtg'^O, Zajι

a=Gjif
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(1.6) Gji&^KjtK'*-^-

and

(1.7) Zkji,Z^=KkjihK
k^-^^.

In 1969, K. Yano [3] proved

THEOREM A. // a compact onentable Riemannian manifold 55 with constant
scalar curvature field K and of dimension n>2 admits an infinitesimal non-
isometric conformal transformation cvh: Xgji=^2ρgjU pΦO, then

(1.8) n ( n -

where dcv is the volume element of 35, equality holding if and only if 95 is iso-
metric to a sphere.

The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following theorems and
corollary.

THEOREM 1.1. If a compact onentable Riemannian manifold 35 with constant
scalar curvature field K and of dimension n>2 admits an infinitesimal non-
isometnc conformal transformation <Vh: Xgjι=2pgjί, pΦO, then

(1.9) (-C

^ n{n+2) Γ
— 2 Jss

for any nonnegative constants a and β not both zero, equality holding if and only
if 55 is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM 1.2. // a compact onentable Riemannian manifold 1& with constant
scalar curvature field K and of dimension n>2 admits an infinitesimal non-
isometric conformal transformation cvh: Xgji=2ρgji, pΦO, then for any non-
negative constants a and β not both zero and J or any constant k such that k^—in,

(1.10)

equality holding if and only if 55 is isometric to a sphere.

THEOREM 1.3. // a compact onentable Riemannian manifold 55 with constant
scalar curvature field K and of dimension n>2 admits an infinitesimal non-
isometric conformal transformation °^h: Xgji=2pgjit pΦO, then for any non-
negative constants a and β not bath zero and for any constant k such that k^—Anf
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(1.11) (2n(n

n+&) J

equality holding if and only if 55 is isometric to a sphere.

COROLLARY. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 1.3, we have

(1.12)

(1.13) -J

and

(1.14)

in βαcA o/ (1.12), (1.13) and (1.14), equality holding if an only if 55 is isometric
to a sphere.

Inequality (1.12) is nothing else than Theorem A, and so both Theorems 1.2
and 1.3 are generalizations of Theorem A, because, as will be seen in the proof
of Theorem 1.3 in section 4, inequalities (1.10) and (1.11) are equivalent.

Here we state the following two important remarks.
REMARK 1. By using Lemma. 2.1 which will be proved in section 2, we can

easily prove that any infinitesimal homothetic transformation of a compact
orientable Riemannian manifold is necessarily an infinitesimal isometric trans-
formation.

REMARK 2. K. Yano [2] proved that if a compact orientable Riemannian
manifold with constant scalar curvature field K and of dimension n^2 admits
an infinitesimal nonisometric conformal transformation then K is necessarily a
positive constant.

2. Preliminaries

In a Riemannian manifold 55, for an infinitesimal conformal transformation
: χgji=2pgjif we have [1]
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(2.1) XKkjih= -gkhV 3 Pi+gjhPk pi—

(2.2) XKji=-(n-2)FJpi-Jpgjί

and

(2.3) XK=-2(n-l)Jp-2pK.

Thus, for 2$ with constant scalar curvature field K,

(2.4) 4 P - ^

and

(2.5) ΓJGJ%=ZJ^LΓXK=O.

We have, from (1.3) and (1.4),

(2.6)

and

(2.7) -CZkjih= -gkhP'j Pi+gjhVk Pi-(Vk ph)gji+(Fj ph)gkι

2
+—Δp(gkhgji-gjhgkι)+2pZkjίh

respectively.
By straightforward calculations, we have, from (2.6) and (2.7), respectively.

(2.8)

and

(2.9)

On the other hand, we have

(2.10) XG*i=

and

(2.11) -CZ*'th=(J:Zdeba)gkdg'cgi*gha-8pZkiih.

Therefore, we have

(2.12)

and

(2.13)
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Thus, from (2.8) and (2.12),

(2.14) X(GjiGn=~2(

and similarly, from (2.9) and (2.13),

(2.15)

LEMMA 2.1. // a compact orientable Remannian manifold S3 of dimension n
admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation cv11: Xgji=2pgjif then

(2.16) f pfdcv=-M Xfdcv

for any function f on 33.

Proof. Since ρ=-~rVacVa, we have, by using Green's theorem,

which gives (2.16).

LEMMA 2.2. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold 33 with constant
scalar curvature field K and of dimension n admits an infinitesimal conformal
transformation cvh : Xgjί—2ρgjif then

(2.17) f p(yψ)Gμdcv=-\ Gjt

Proof. By using Green's theorem, we have

f VKGjiP

%p)d<V=\

+ f

which reduces to (2.17) by virtue of (2.5).

LEMMA 2.3. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold 53 with constant
scalar curvature K and of dimension n admits an infinitesimal conformal trans-
formation c[7h: -£gji=2pgji, then

(2.18) f XX{Gnσ
ι)dcv^-2n{n-2) f GjiP>pxdcv+4n f p'Gj^dcw

and

(2.19) ^XX(ZkJihZ
k^ih)dcι;=-8njΛGjip'pxdcι;+4n^piZ^^

Proof. By using (2.14) and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have
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^.-2n(π—2) (V G^y</q/+4n Γ
J Sg t/ Jg

Similarly, (2,19) follows from (2.15) and. Lemmas 2,1 and 2.2.

3. Lemmas.

In this section, we shall prove some lemmas which will be used in the next
section.

LEMMA 3.1. In a compact orientable Riemannian manifold 35

(3.1) Γ (Γ\f)(Fih)dc[7=-{

for any functions f and h on 35.

Proof. This follows from

f Fi(fPίh)dcι/= f (Vj){Vih)dcv+[
jfβ j% j%

and

J
LEMMA 3.2. // a compact arientable Riemannian manifold 35 admits an

infinitesimal con formal transformation cv11: -Cgji^2pgju then

(3.2) Γ p2>jfdc[;=^2 f pp

«/ $g J ίg

/or an;; function f on 35.

Proof. This follows from

f F<( io
2Ft/)dq;=2f

LEMMA 3.3 (K. Yamo and S. SawakiΛ[4]). / / α Riemannian manifold 35 o/
dimension n admits an infinitesimal conformal transformation <Vh: -Cgji=2pg.ju
then

(3.3)

function /
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LEMMA 3.4. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold 55 with constant
scalar curvature field K and of dimension n ^ 2 admits an infinitesimal conformal
transformation £Vh : Xgji=2ρgjU then

(3.4) f XXΔfd<=v=
Jf8 n—l % g

for any function f on 55.

Proof By using (2.4), Lemma 2.1, Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we have

f =-n{ pXΔfd<=V

= -nf p(Δxf-2pΔf+{n-2)pιV
if)dcv

= — n{ pΔXfdcv+2n[ p2Δfdc[/-n(n-2){ ppi

= - n \ (Δp)Xfdcv+2n\ p2Δfdcι/+ n ( n ~ 2 ) f 9

Δ J %

LEMMA 3.5 (for instance, K. Yano [3]). // a compact orientable Riemannian
manifold $ with constant scalar curvature field K and of dimension n>2 admits
an infinitesimal nonisometnc conformal transformation cVh: Xgji—2pgjii ρΦθr

then

(3.5)

equality holding if and only if 55 is isometric to a sphere.

LEMMA 3.6. // a compact orientable Riemannian manifold 55 with constant
scalar curvature fi.eld K and of dimension ri^JL admits an infinitesimal conformal
transformation cvh : Xgji=2pgjit then

(3.6) f XX(KjiK^i)dcv=-2n(n-2) f KSi

and

(3.7)

+4nf
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Proof. By using (1.3), (1.6) and (2.18), we have

Jfβ J %

= -2w(n-2)f

= -2n(n-2) Jβ (#„ —^-

= - 2 n ( n - 2 ) f K}iio-'Jo
t

+4n f

But, from (2.4) and Lemma 3.1,

f pip
tdcv=-

«/j8

Therefore we have (3.6). Similarly, from (1.3), (1.7) and (2.19), we can get (3.7).

4. Proofs of theorems.

We shall prove our theorems and corollary stated in section 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Applying Lemma 3.4 to functions GjtG
ji and ZkjihZ

kμh

and using (2.18) and (2.19), we have

71 _1

From our assumption, K>0 and Lemma 3.5, the right hand side of the above
relation is nonpositive, and consequently (1.9) holds. If the equality in (1.9)
holds, we must have

(4.1) f GJip
Jptdc[;=0
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and hence 35 is isometric to a sphere by virtue of Lemma 3.5. Conversely, if
35 is isometric to a sphere, we have Gjt=0 and Zkjih—0 and consequently the
equality holds in (1.9).

Proof of Theorem 1.2. From (2.18) and (2.19), we have

= -[2n(n-2)α+8?2/3]ί

from which, by using Lemma 3.5 and our assumption, we have (1.10). If the
equality in (1.10) holds, we must have (4.1) and consequently 55 is isometric to
a sphere. Coversely, if 35 is isometric to a sphere, we must have G y ί = 0 and
Zkjih=0 and the equality in (1.10) holds.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. From (1.6), (1.7), (3.6) and (3.7), we have

= f

- [ 2 n ( n - 2 ) α + 8 n £ | j K}ip'p%d<=V

n—1 nJ n(n— td

Thus, we can easily see that (1.10) and (1.11) are equivalent, and consequently
the result follows from Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Corollary. If we put k=—4n,
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in (1.11), then, from our assumption, we have (1.12), (1.13) and (1.14) respectively.
The last inequality (1.14) follows also from (1.12) and (1.13).
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